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Sheet metal is known to contain various amounts of nonmetallic 
inclusions. If inclusion content becanes large enough the end product 
can be adversely affected. Sane of the rrore carm::>n types of nonmetallic 
inclusion rraterial are silicon dioxide and aluminum oxides. Inclusions 
are not found uniformly distrib.lted throughout sheet stock. They tend 
to appear in clusters, usually elongated strings due to the rolling and 
drawing processes involved in rraking sheet stock. 
Corporations purchasing or rraking raw sheet stock to finish and sell 
to product producers would like to have a way of nondestructively 
measuring inclusion content (on-line) and sorting according to inclusion 
content, because not all products require the same degree of sheet stock 
purity. It is also thought that rrore accurate inclusion statistics fed 
reck to the foundries will help rrake cleaner metal. 'Ib date, inspection 
methods satisfying this need are very limited. 1 One of the rrajor 
reasons conventional nondestructive (NDE) methods have not offered an 
acceptable solution to this problem is the high speeds (1, 000 to 5, 000 
feet per minute) at which sheet metal rroves during rolling processes. 
Presently, the rrost reliable inforrration on inclusion content canes frcm 
destructive testing (off-line) or feedback frcm custaners on failed 
products. 
A feasibility study completed h¥ the authors a few years ago showed 
that an eddy current technique could detect sane nonmetallic inclusions 
in low-carbon steel rroving at low (belOtl 200 feet per minute) speed. 
(a) PNL is a multiprogram laboratory operated for the US Department of 
Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830 by Battelle Memorial 
Institute. 
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'!he speed l:imitation resulted fran the eddy current instrument not 
responding fast enough to inspect sheet metal rroving at nomal 
processing speeds. Rather than inducing currents into the metal while 
measuring coil irrpedance, the rrotion of the metal sheet was used to 
induce current as it passes over a fixed rragnetic field. '!he voltage 
developed across a sense coil is rronitored to detect changes in the 
induced current caused l:¥ resistivity changes in the metal. Figure 1 
shows ha..v a coil and rragnet are placed with respect to the noving sheet 
metal. Figure 2 shows the rragnetic field seen at a reference location 
along a rroving metal sheet at one instant in time. '!he width (in time) 
of the rragnetic pulse is the ratio of the rragnet width to the metal 
speed. In a typical factory setting, the pulse time is expected to be 
al::out 1 millisecond (IllS). '!his technique is equivalent to holding the 
metal while rroving the rragnet, or equivalently, pulsing a coil with 1 IllS 
current pulses. 
Maxwell's equations of electraragnetism explain ha..v eddy currents, 
sha..vn in Figure 3, are generated fran a rragnetic pulse. '!he rragnetic 
field in the approaching section of metal is intensifying and then 
d:iminishing in the trailing section, causing the induced current pattern 
sha..vn in Figure 3. If contact rollers were placed on the surface of the 
noving metal, at the upper and lONer edges of the rragnet, a CC voltage 
could be measured. '!he rragnitude of current induced into an aluminum 
sheet 2 mn thick, rroving 5,000 feet per minute, with a 1-inch square 
rragnet of 1 Tesla can be estirrated fran the follONing equation to be 
al::out 43,000 amperes. 
CUrrent = (rragnet side) * (metal velocity)*(B field intensity) * (metal 
thickness) * (metal conductivity) 
&rIp (E. Vie., S.n •• Cell 
Figure 1. Experimental setup shewing sheet metal rroving between fixed 
rragnet and sense coil. 
MovIng Melal StrIp (Edge VI..., 
Figure 2. Snapshot of rragnetic field applied to metal strip. 
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'Iherefore, the current density will be alxlut 850 arrperes per square rrtn. 
In laboratory tests, induced currents generated considerable heat as a 
magnet was roved tc:ward a rotating rretal disk. '!he aluminum disk's 
surface terrperature went fran roan tanperature to 150"F in less than a 
minute. 
Voltage rreasured across the coil rEm3.ins zero until a flaw (or 
resistivity change) roves into the magnetic field and alters the induced 
current distril::ution sha.vn in Figure 3. When the current distril::ution 
is distorted fran that sha.vn in Figure 3, l:¥ a nonmetallic inclusion, a 
voltage develops across the sense coil in proportion to the volume of 
inclusion. 
For laboratory rreasure:nents the table saw displayed in Figure 4 was 
used to safely nove metal disks at an equivalent speed of 5, 000 feet per 
minute, l:¥ rotating them near 2100 rpn. 'The electric rotor that rotates 
the metal disk also introduced 60 Hz noise into the sense coil, rut that 
frequency carponent can be filtered. 'The table saw in Figure 4 was 
mounted to the base of a precision scanner allowing a computer to 
control the magnet/sense coil fixture position relative to the rotating 
disk. 
Figure 3. Eddy currents generated fran rretal moving past magnet. 
Figure 4. Table saw used to safely nove rretal faster than 5, 000 feet 
per minute in the lalxlratory. 
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As a starting point to establishing sensitivity, 25 an dianeter 
metal disks were made fran 2 to 3 mn thick alumimnn and steel sheet 
stock. Each disk had a center hole for nounting to the table saw arllor. 
Flaws, consisting of drill holes and notches, of various sizes were also 
machined into each disk to s:irrW.ate large no.rmetallic inclusions. With 
the disk rotating at about 3000 rpt\, the magnet was slowly rroverl into 
position causing disk rotation to decrease 1:::¥ about 500 to 800 rpt\, due 
to the opposing torque that develops on the saw rrotor fran the applied 
magnetic field. 
'!he z-axis of the precision scarmer was st~ in incranents of 
about 0.5 mn after the magnet and sense coil were held on one radial 
location long enough to record one catplete revolution of the rotating 
disk. '!he raster pattenl that was recorderl made it possible to image 
the flaw pattenl and adjust the coil position relative to the magnet 
field for ll'rproved perform:mce. 
RESUI.1IS 
Figure 5 shcMs the sense coil voltage when a 2.2 mn thick aluminum 
disk, with a series of radial slots and holes, was tested. '!his voltage 
versus position data is unfiltered and has a signal-to-noise ratio large 
enough to detect a 0.5 mn dianeter through-hole. '!he smallest drill 
hole detected to date with this teclmique is 0.38 mn in diameter and 20 
percent through-wall. Smaller holes were not examined in this limited 
proof-of-principle test rut are 6<peCted to be detectable once the 
instrumentation is optimizerl for smaller defects. Several sheets of 
steel with inclusions breaking the surface were tested, rut no 
destructive testing was perfo:r:m:rl for verification. 
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Figure 5. Sense coil voltage versus argular position on aluminum disk 
containing holes and saw cuts. 
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Figure 6 shows an unfiltered raster image of the sense coil output 
scanned radially over a 2.2 rrm thick steel disk, mere the flaw image of 
the circular disk is rolled out into a rectangle. 'Ihe flaws are four 
through-holes with diameters ranging fran 1. 5 rrm da.vn to 0.5 rrm and five 
0.5 rrm diameter holes drilled to depths of 50 to 25 percent through-
disk. The partial through-disk holes W9re drilled fran roth sides 
shewing this method to be rrore sensitive to flaw size than flaw depth. 
One of the saw cut slots was oriented along a radius and the other 
perpendicular . 
As mentioned arove, t'NO pieces of steel sheet (0.25 rrm thick), one 
with inclusions seen breaking the surface and another without surface-
breaking inclusions, were inspected by this method. Results in the form 
of a gray-scale image are sha.vn in Figures 7a and 7b. The large 
indication appearing near the 330 degree position is a drill hole, used 
as reference in roth cases. Only arout one half of the inclusions seen 
breaking the surface align with light gray indications mereas the other 
half did not correlate with any particular portion of the gray-scale 
voltage spectrum. Relatively feN light gray (higher voltage) regions 
were found in the steel sheet without surface-breaking inclusions. 
CCN:llJSICN 
This technique shows pranise for detecting small nonmetallic 
inclusions in sheet metal rroving at high speed; but without 
metallographic comparison, it is difficult to quantify its effectiveness 
in measuring inclusion content or sizing capabilities. The images in 
Figure 7 irrply that this method can detect rrore inclusions in steel with 
inclusions seen breaking the surface than a sheet without surface-
breaking inclusions. Hcwever, Figure 7b does not irrply there are no 
inclusions present and the sheet tested to obtain Figure 7a could have 
had inclusions beneath the surface. Therefore, until destructive 
testing (like an acid etching) is crnpleted, feN conclusions can be 
derived regarding this technique'S capability unless results fram 
another method (like X-ray) becane available. 
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Figure 6. Unfiltered raster image of sense coil output scanned radially 
across thick steel disk with holes and saw cuts. 
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Figure 7a. Radial scan of 
thin steel disk with 
inclusions seen at surface. 
Figure 7b. Radial scan of 
thin steel disk without 
inclusions seen at surface. 
Much rrore can be done to optimize this method for better flaw sizing 
and detection. While conducting this proof-of-principle test, several 
procedure and design changes were noted for expected inprovanents in the 
resolution, sensitivity and data interpretation. A rrore advanced design 
including electromagnetic noise reduction and better sense ~oil is 
expected to make significant contrib.ltions to irrproving inclusion 
detection. 
Several other applications care to mind where this technique could 
inprove upon existing inspection technology, especially when a part is 
held stationary and the rragnetic field is put in rrotion. 
For best results the metal strip must be mechanically stabilized to 
minimize vibration near the sensor. Although not investigated in this 
v.ork, it is also expected that the conductive surface must be relatively 
srrooth for this inspection technique to be rrost effective, not usually a 
problem for rrost sheet metal production situations. 
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